
Meridian Analysis Tool (Meridian-AT)

Graphical Analysis Tool
Meridian Analysis Tool (Meridian-AT) is a Windows-based

application that allows you to import and graph both interval

data and instrumentation data that has been read from Elster

Electricity meters. Use Meridian-AT to easily import diagnostic

read and billing read files that have been generated by Elster

Electricity meter support software. Extensive tools and options

in Merdian-AT make it easy to chart and analyze the data.

Data Import
Meridian-AT can import load profile data or instrumentation

data (or both) from the following Elster meter support software

programs:

■ AlphaPlus files for ALPHA (A1), ALPHA Plus (A1+), and AIN

ALPHA (A1600) meters

■ Metercat files for A3 ALPHA and A1800 ALPHA meters

Multiple files can be imported simultaneously.

Load Profile Analysis
Meridian-AT allows you to analyze interval data:

■ for one or more meters

■ from one or more meter readings

■ for one or more meter channels

■ as energy or demand values

■ in meter interval or integrated data form

■ in table format identifying the minimum, maximum,

calculated average, and calculated total values

■ in graphical format to help users visualize trends
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Instrumentation Analysis
Meridian-AT allows you to analyze the instrumentation profile

data stored in A3 ALPHA and A1800 ALPHA meters. You can

view such items as:

■ system frequency

■ power factor

■ current and voltage on a per phase basis

■ power (active, reactive, or apparent) based on total or per

phase measurements

Data Presentation
Meridian-AT allows you to easily change between tabular and

graphical formats when viewing data. You can also easily copy

and paste data into other Windows applications, such as

Microsoft Excel or Microsoft PowerPoint.

Data Storage
Meridian-AT provides temporary data storage for analyzing data

from multiple meters or from multiple meter readings. Since

storage is only temporary, neither expensive database licenses

nor database maintenance are required.

Documentation and Online Help
Meridian-AT includes comprehensive documentation to guide

the user through system installation and operation. Should you

need it, online Help is also available.

System Requirements
Meridian-AT has the following minimum system requirements:

■ Intel Pentium or compatible 166 MHz or higher processor

■ Operating system: Windows 2000 Professional, Windows XP

Professional, Windows 2000 Server, or Windows Server 2003

■ Memory: 128 MB for Windows XP or Windows 2003 Server;

64 MB for Windows 2000 

■ A hard disk with at least 100 MB free space

■ A CD ROM drive (or network access to the installation CD)

■ A monitor that supports a minimum resolution of 800 × 600

pixels and small font size display

■ Microsoft Internet Explorer
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